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After first making sure that the background was a mid value by using a
value scale, the masking was removed and the background was touched
up by dipping the blending pen in dried pigment and dabbing in color.

A little Purple Twilight and Denim
was added with the dabber for
variety and alcohol was splatted on.

Starting with Sailboat Blue and a
drop of blending solution, the
backgound was stamped on.
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After the green foliage
was washed in, Sunshine 
Yellow was brushed
into all the bloom
areas, wiggling my brush
and keeping it moving,
the same waythe same way
the leaves and stems
were done.

Working off of a tile, as my
palette, a flat base color of
slightly thickened Citrus
was quickly added in a
continuous motion with a
brush to all the stems
and leaves.and leaves.
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A little Raspberry was
added to the Sunset 
Orange for a darker
value to further render
the shape and the 
flowers’  shadows.

The light is coming from
the upper right, so that
means that the left side
and bottom areas of the
blossoms and supporting
foliage would be in
shadow. Again, workingshadow. Again, working
off of my tile, with slightly
thickened pigment,
Meadow was added to
the green areas and 
Sunset Orange was added
to depict the linear details
and value changes of theand value changes of the
blooms.
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The compliments of blue and
orange were added together
to get the brown used for the
center of the flowers. A small 
amount of Pitch Black was
added to the mix to get a 
little darker value for contrast.little darker value for contrast.

Don’t hesitate to contact me
at Sandy@SandySandy.com
with any questions you
may have about this project.
Thanks and
happy creating!
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